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TESTI IN ADOZIONE:
1 - Build up to Headway Pre-intermediate

Studio del contenuto delle seguenti unità:

TESTO 1)

UNIT 1: Work and play
The present simple: positive, negative, interrogative; yes/no questions; vocabulary: free time activities, jobs and places of work.
UNIT 2: Family and friends
Present continuous: positive, negative, interrogative; spelling of verb + -ing; Vocabulary: family and describing people.
UNIT 3: Holidays and travel
Past simple; Vocabulary: holidays and travel, days of the week, the weather.
UNIT 4: Food and cooking
Present perfect; vocabulary: food and drink.

TESTO 2)

UNIT 2: Whatever makes you happy
UNIT 3: What’s in the news?
He walked 6,000 miles – practice – listening and speaking – reading and speaking – vocabulary – everyday English.
UNIT 4: Eat, drink, and be merry!
How to live to be 120! – practice – the secret to a long life – practice - reading and listening – vocabulary and listening – everyday English.
UNIT 5: Looking forward.
UNIT 6: The way I see it
UNIT 7: Living history
UNIT 8: **Girls and boys**

UNIT 9: **Time for a story**

UNIT 10: **Our interactive world**
The mobile phone – practice – vocabulary and speaking - reading and speaking

**GRAMMAR REFERENCE:**

UNIT 2: present simple, present continuous, present simple and present continuous, have got/ have.
UNIT 3: past simple, past continuous, past simple and past continuous, prepositions in time expressions.
UNIT 4: expressions of quantity, articles: *a an* and *the*.
UNIT 5: verb patterns, future forms.
UNIT 7: present perfect, present perfect and past simple.
UNIT 8: have to, introduction to modal auxiliary verbs, should, must.
UNIT 9: past perfect, conjunctions, *so such (a) so many so much*.
UNIT 10: the passive

Firma alunni

1) ____________________
2) ____________________

Firma docente

________________________

Data: ____________________